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LA VALLÉE DEBUTS THE POLO VERSION OF THE ATTIMO 

St. Moritz, Switzerland: Italy’s most exclusive horologists have launched the astonishing 
ATTIMO Polo Limited Edition in St. Moritz, Switzerland, to honour moments of triumph and the 
sport of Polo.
The second in the ATTIMO timepiece series after the ATTIMO Golf, the ATTIMO Polo makes 
its public debut at Bucherer in St. Moritz on the same weekend as the Snow Polo World Cup 
2022 in the famed Swiss ski resort.

The trophy-themed the ATTIMO Polo marks a strengthening of La Vallée’s return to public 
horology, delivering an immaculately detailed timepiece that portrays a charging Polo player 
attacking the ball with an offside swing for goal.
Like the ATTIMO Golf, the new Polo version of the ATTIMO captures and replays                
unforgettable moments that live on in the memory, and it is a showcase of La Vallée’s total 
mastery of every facet of design, engineering, artistry, jewelry and horology.

The unique, contemporary design of the ATTIMO Polo freely reveals its exquisite 
craftsmanship, from the leather grain of the rider’s saddle to the sculpted folds and creases in 
his pants.
The ATTIMO Polo is available from Bucherer in St. Moritz. It has been designed to anticipate 
unprecedented customization, with each of the 50 numbered timepieces able to be matched 
to the personal preferences of its future custodian. 
Everything from the rider’s uniform, the horse’s saddle and bridle, the mallet and even the 
rider’s gender can be tailored and sculpted to bind it to the people who choose it, and every 
piece is hand finished.

“At the request of customers, La Vallée returned to public horology with the ATTIMO Golf, and 
every La Vallée team member has come together to create the ATTIMO Polo Limited Edition 
that we are so proud of,” La Vallée President Leopoldo Quintavalle said.
“The ATTIMO Polo is provocative, passionate and inspirational in its design and it is a       
magnificent second model for the ATTIMO strategy.” 
Each hour, the ATTIMO (a “very short moment of time” in Italian) Polo replays the winning 
shot in a testament to La Vallée’s horological genius.

A hammer, shaped like a Polo mallet, strikes a ball-shaped bell, which emits a ring that      
announces the player’s shot, and the polo ball runs off the player’s mallet to score, while the 
ATTIMO rotates its uniquely numbered ring to display the next hour.

THE ATTIMO POLO LIMITED EDITION, BY LA VALLÉE 
Ultra-exclusive Italian horologists present their Polo-inspired ATTIMO timepiece.

St. Moritz, Switzerland, January 28th, 2022
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THE ATTIMO POLO LIMITED EDITION MOVEMENT

The ATTIMO Polo shares its movement with the ATTIMO Golf, with the dedicated movement 
made up of 472 components, designed and engineered at La Vallée and assembled by 
artisans.

The ATTIMO Polo movement sits in a body of 256 precision and precious pieces, ranging 
from gold to set diamonds.
The ATTIMO Polo’s minutes are counted along an elegant ring at the upper circumference 
and the hours, 1 to 24, are counted on a hand-polished, rotating numbered ring around the 
outside.

The movement of the ATTIMO, featuring Côtes de Genève finishing, polished bevels and 
screwed chatons, delivers 30 days of time keeping, as well as powering the movements of the 
Polo ball and the hour ring, together with the hourly sound of the ball strike.
The ATTIMO Polo has an integrated time-setting system, complete with the fast advancement 
of the hours, while a small steel ring beneath the crystal bowl works as the sound-volume 
adjuster, all the way down to silence.

ATTIMO POLO SPECIFICATIONS

Upper scene - gold 750°°° and silver 925°°°
Mallet head - 750°°° gold, set with diamonds
Rider and rider’s uniform – silver 925°°°
Lower base – white marble and black obsidian
Upper surface – white marble
Rotating hour ring – hand-polished numbers
Minutes indicator - a 750°°° gold polo ball, fully set with 101 diamonds. 
Two-horseshoe detail - the ATTIMO’s winding key
Bowl – hand-blown Italian crystal
Width – 270mm
Length – 270mm
Height – 507mm
Weight – 15kg 
Power reserve – 30 days
Power reserve indicators – double indicators 
Sound volume – adjustable to zero
Hours adjustment – continuous and fast forward advancement of the hour ring
Minute adjustment – back and forward
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ABOUT LA VALLÉE

Located in the Lake Como region, La Vallée is an Italian family-owned business founded as a 
clock-repair workshop by Antonio Quintavalle in Venice the 1930s.
From 1984, Antonio’s son Leopoldo Quintavalle moved La Vallée into the ultra-exclusive   
creation of luxury timepieces, all made on commission with customized designs, bringing to 
some astonishing unique pieces.
La Vallée’s creative, mechanical innovation is now becoming available to a wider audience 
for the first time in more than 40 years, through a series of limited edition timepieces and 
beginning with the ATTIMO.
The knowledge and experience in designing and developing unique pieces over many        
decades is obvious in every unit of the limited editions, all of which carry the possibility of a 
very unique level of personalisation.

For any further information about La Vallée and the ATTIMO Polo and the ATTIMO Golf,   
please contact us at press@lavallee.eu

To download images please visit: www.lavallee.eu/press

Social media:
Instagram @lavalleetimepieces

#LaValléeTimepieces #LaValléeTime #ATTIMOLaVallée #ATTIMOPolo                            
#ATTIMOPoloLaVallée #Bucherer #BuchererStMoritz #Buchererspick
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ABOUT BUCHERER

Founded in 1888, the family company Bucherer has one of the most distinguished traditions 
in Europe’s watch and jewellery industry, and over the last 130 years has established for itself 
an exclusive reputation with its range of exquisite jewellery and prize-winning creations. Its 
boutiques also offer the company’s international clientele a wide range of luxury watches from 
renowned brands.

Bucherer is present at 36 exclusive locations in Europe: with 17 stores in Switzerland, 10 in 
Germany, a flagship store in Vienna, the world’s largest watch and jewellery store in Paris, a 
store in Copenhagen, Denmark, and six boutiques in London. In January 2018, Bucherer also 
took over the US luxury watch retailer Tourneau, which has 28 stores across the US. And in 
summer 2018, the watch family took over another establishment – Baron & Leeds – with its 
four luxury watch and jewellery stores in Hawaii.

The company employs over 2,400 staff and is currently managed by Jörg G. Bucherer,      
meaning it has now been under the stewardship of the Bucherer family for three generations. 
The Bucherer headquarters remain in Lucerne to this day.

BUCHERER SANKT MORITZ
The prestigious Bucherer store in Sankt Moritz, Switzerland is located in the central Via      
Maistra.

Bucherer St. Moritz
Via Maistra 17
7500 St. Moritz, Switzerland 
stmoritz@bucherer.com
Managing Director: Martin Husi
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LaVallee_ATTIMO_01
The ATTIMO Polo Timepiece.

LaVallee_ATTIMO_03
Detail - the La Vallée ATTIMO Polo mallet head and polo ball 
are made of gold and set with diamonds.

LaVallee_ATTIMO_05
In the ATTIMO Polo movement an hammer, shaped like a 
Polo mallet strikes a ball-shaped bell, announcing the 
player’s shot. When the polo ball runs off the player’s mallet 
to score, the ATTIMO rotates the hour ring to display the next 
hour.

LaVallee_ATTIMO_02
The ATTIMO Polo upper scene crafted in gold, silver and 
diamonds, it portrays a charging Polo player attacking the ball 
with an offside swing for goal.

LaVallee_ATTIMO_04
Movement - the unique ATTIMO movement, carefully 
encapsulated in a hand blown crystal, made in Italy and the 
lower hour ring with hand polished numbers.

LaVallee_ATTIMO_06
The quality of the finishing reserved for the movement is 
proved by the symmetrical Côtes de Genève applied on all the 
plates, by the hand polished bevels with variable radius and 
by the use of double and triple screwed chatons.
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LaVallee_ATTIMO_07
The flexible mono-component pawls of the ATTIMO are con-
ceived to optimise the number of pieces commonly used and 
to give a remarkable aesthetical result.

LaVallee_ATTIMO_09
The attention to details is obvious in every La Vallée timepiece
down to every single component, including the original power
reserve indicators that appear and disappear as flags, and 
serve also as stopwork.

LaVallee_ATTIMO_08
The upper part of the ATTIMO mechanism has been designed 
to control and soften the movement of the golf ball, through 
inertial discs. It also smooths out the rotation of the large hour 
ring and gently slows it down as it reaches the change of hour.

LaVallee_ATTIMO_10
The small steel ring right under the crystal bowl is designed
to function as sound volume regulator (down to silence).
The cone shaped tiny knob is designed to be used for time
setting with a continuous displacement of the 24-hour ring.


